Our University

Hochschule Stralsund (HOST) - University of Applied Sciences is a young and innovative campus university in the northeast of Germany. With its modern facilities, an excellent staff-to-student ratio and the fantastic location right at the Baltic Sea, HOST provides the best conditions for studying, research and quality of life.

All lecture halls, seminar rooms, laboratories, the library and the refectory as well as various sports facilities and ample student housing are located directly on campus.

HOST regularly achieves top positions in various national university rankings. The respective reports emphasize facilities, individual supervision and close ties to the business world as key assets.

HOST particularly supports international exchange in studying, teaching and research. Several programs are also offered as dual studies with intensified practical training components. The main goal is to continuously improve the interconnectedness of theory and practice.

What’s more: The University does not only feel like home, but it is also family-friendly and fully accessible for people with disabilities. That’s what you call a HOST!
Leisure and Tourism Management (B.A.)

Exploring the world? Working with people? Or rather juggling with figures? The global leisure and tourism industry is growing and it is one of the best fields to work in. Launching your successful career in this field requires a comprehensive qualification profile that incorporates skills and competencies within multifaceted academic disciplines, e.g. economics, psychology, law, geography and languages.

Our bachelor degree program in Leisure and Tourism Management (LTM) provides an optimal basis to facilitate your career entry into the sector of leisure and tourism. We are internationally oriented, and our educational focus is holistic: our language of instructions is English, additional international language classes are obligatory, there are international excursions to unique destinations and the theoretical foundation combines with practical application.

In your LTM studies, you will acquire interdisciplinary skills and competencies related to areas of leisure and tourism, business and management, economics and law, marketing and media, creativity and personality as well as languages. One semester abroad at stunning destinations as well as an internship within the tourism and leisure industry are part of the program. In addition, you have the opportunity to obtain a double degree at one of our selected partner universities abroad.

See You - on the modern campus right by the Baltic Sea!